
POSTCARD FROM AUSTIN 

I went to Austin with a list of fun things to do and see.  The weather and gastric flu put a spanner in the works but finally 
the sun did shine and we took some good photos.  Austin is the State Capitol Texas but it is quite different in character 
from most other cities in our fine state.  Its slogan is ‘Keep Austin Weird’ and it is a liberal, fun place.  Think Matthew 
McConaughey along with Sandra Bullock and you have the perfect Ken and Barbie of Austin.  On a previous visit we 
visited the State Capitol, the hip and funky streets and brunched in the Four Seasons overlooking the river.  This time we 
were in the Arboretum area, a technical and residential suburb to the north west of Austin.  We were upgraded to a 
suite in our Staybridge suite and it was wonderful!  Two separate bedrooms, two bathrooms, kitchen and living room.  A 
decade ago we were relocated into a one bedroomed apartment in a not very salubrious neighborhood of Houston with 
three Egyptian street cats.  We would have loved this suite, then, but we were all so happy to arrive safely that we were 
in heaven anyway. 

The weather in Austin was not just bad but dangerous.  We were eating in a Mexican 
restaurant when everyone’s cellphone started going off with an emergency flash flood 
alert.  Our hotel was, literally, next door but even wearing REI waterproof ponchos we 
were soaked through including our boots.  People-watching was fascinating - Austin 
attracts scientists and technology experts from all over the world including the US, as well 
as students.  We stood out a little by being overdressed for dinner, although it was 
expensive.  The dress code seemed to be low key - lots of sweaters, denim and boots.  We 
were so bored (with the wet weather) that we went to the movies to see Interstellar in 
IMAX which was fab.  I got to drool over Matthew McConaughey and A. enjoyed the geeky 
stuff, as I did secretly. Then I suggested we went in the photo booth – we haven’t done 
that in 30 years. It is fun to be silly especially when you are ‘mature’. My aunt married her 
husband when she was in her 40s, much to our surprise, and I was fascinated by all the 
giggling and noise coming from their bedroom when they stayed with us.  Romance can 
come at any age. 
On the day of our return, the weather cleared up and we went off to see Austin Zoo.  It is 
really a sanctuary for exotic animals so the reviews on Tripadvisor were a little confusing.  
One reviewer complained that it was difficult to see the animals which made me think 
that it was a ‘good’ zoo.  All over the Zoo were notices to reinforce that you should not 
tease, poke or shout at the animals.  It was really beautiful, almost out in the hill country 
which surrounds Austin and most of the visitors where young hip families teaching their 
children how to behave appropriately around animals.  There wasn’t a great variety of 
critters but there were the usual suspects in Texas including half wolves.  Until it was 
illegal, idiotic people bred half wolf/half dogs mixes in much the same way as Bengal cats 
are bred.  These poor animals are a hybrid mix of domestic and wild and can’t be expected 
to behave like domestic animals. We were delighted by a half wolf sitting in an enclosure 
next to a Serval cat.  He was growling softly and staring at her; she was sitting like 
Cleopatra, thinking, “I could take you, dog….” 

I am just as excited by the goats, sheep, peacocks, as I am by the exotic and bought a bag of feed for those animals that 
you were allowed to feed.  We also went on the tiny red train that took us around the acreage.   It was lovely to see 
toddlers get their first glimpse of wild animals.  My first memory was of the penguins at Edinburgh zoo and I insisted that 
I get a toy penguin for one particular Christmas.  After much searching my mum found a wind-up penguin on skis that 
delighted me. 



 
“I hunt cats”      “Not this one...”

 
Sleepy Mr. and Mrs. Lion 



 
I am saying to the goat, ‘give me a kiss and I will give you a snack’. He is responding, “no, just give me a snack’.  My 
husband treats me much the same, as do the ungrateful cats.  I could sense my husband having an OCD crisis behind me 
thinking, ‘Please don’t touch me with your disgusting hands that are covered in animal saliva and other stuff…’  Wet 
wipes came to the rescue.  Years ago we had a feral Scottish cat, imaginatively named Puss, who came with assorted 
worms and parasites.  As she got older she had a habit of sitting with her tongue out and I would threaten to kiss it if she 
didn’t pull her tongue in.  One day, I did just that and I don’t know who looked more horrified – Puss or my OCD 
husband!  I have had Giardia and Ringworm (endlessly) but my husband still kisses me…

 
     VERY LARGE TORTOISE   SLEEPY RED FOX    SERENE TIGER 
En route to the zoo, which was to the north west of Austin, we passed over the Colorado River on a spectacular bridge.  
There were limestone rock exposures as we got higher and then we started noticing that people had been decorating 
conifers along the route.  Nothing fancy, just tinsel and ribbon – quite enchanting.  Austin is over 3 hours’ drive from 
Houston and we are a little closer.  The zoo was on the west side of Austin so we had to bypass the city and get back on 
our usual route along the 290.  We were briefly on the Interstate 35 which has the fastest speed limit in the USA at 85 
mph on some stretches. 

For some reason A. was very excited although I had been travelling at that speed for some time… 

 

One of the keepers was filling in gravel that the flash floods washed away.  I 
noticed a lioness looking at him very intently so I asked him if he normally fed her.  
He told me that they played a game every day and she was waiting for him to 
start.  Then he ran really fast to the edge of her enclosure and ran back and forth.  
She went into the stalk position and then predated him.  It was the funniest thing 
and I was in hysterics.  He was playing with her as you would your tabby cat! 



 
THE COLORADO RIVER, AUSTIN 

We always stop at a little town called Giddings for pie but we stopped to look at this little settlement outside Elgin. 

 
There is a sports bar, a bikers’ tavern, an OB/GYN and a pathology lab.  We had great fun imagining how these 
businesses operated together.  Did you stop on the highway for a drink or snack, get lucky with Biker Bob then head for 
a free pregnancy test the next morning and perhaps the pathology lab for any interesting diseases you may have 
contracted?  There was nothing else there!  It was just a gas station, food store and these four entrepreneurial 
businesses. 



 
Don’t believe me? Here is the proof…in English and Spanish. 

We finally got to Giddings for pie; every time we have a countdown for it - ‘30 miles to pie’.  It is a little agricultural 
town, charming in a rural way with a Reba’s diner serving a fabulous selection of pies. Carrot cake, Chocolate Silk, 
Buttermilk, Cherry Cheesecake, Pecan Pie, Chocolate Pecan Pie….oh, I am drooling. 

 
When he was 40 I discovered that he loved modern ballet – he kept that a secret for almost 20 years.  On one of his 
college field trips he had to share the last double bed with his best friend who came out of the closet some years later.  
A. swears that he didn’t feel a thing but I suspect his friend had better taste! 

This is one of the murals in Giddings and it is so 
true.  Often on this route from Austin to 
Houston we have noticed a little corridor 
community that we finally found out is called 
Carmine. 
We have always wanted to stop but are usually 
tired by this stage and can’t be bothered.  It 
has a few shops, mostly ‘antique’ and this year 
they were decked out for Christmas.  I have a 
husband that most women would envy me for.  
He loves antiquing…  Let’s just say that he is in 
touch with his feminine side.   



 
These are the exciting antique Christmas decorations that we stopped to look at in Carmine.  We discovered that despite 
the Italian name it was also a German town. 

 



 
Well, this has been a postcard from Austin that had very little of Austin proper but we did have a wonderful time around 
the periphery. Travel is all about the journey not necessarily the destination.  I am very good at making a silk purse out 
of a sow’s ear – what a lovely expression. 
This is my last letter before Christmas 2014.  It has been a good year for us, no family tragedies and our health was good.  
All of that meant that we could travel more often and we have had so much fun doing so.  We wish you a very merry 
Christmas and Happy Holidays to you. 

Love Kerry xx 
 

 

 

We wandered around to the back streets of the 
village and found this grandly named Gallery – 
of junk?  There was a vine growing through the 
old till but it looked like there was the 
possibility of some real antiques through the 
shuttered window. 
We did buy some stuff from the Christmas 
decoration place – a lovely old wind up ceramic 
Christmas tree and a set of first day covers with 
some provenance.  I bought something of no 
value that just tickled me – a cat doll fully 
dressed with her striped tail sticking out the 
back of her dress.  Mrs. Stripe has fallen in love 
with her and snuggles up to her. 


